
Lithium integrated Smart Trucks
Featuring the Easy Exchange Li-ion Battery System

LITHIUM
PALLET
TRUCKS

Lithium integrated Smart Trucks



LPT26
LITHIUM PALLET TRUCK

A SMART AND SIMPLE UPGRADE FOR USERS OF MANUAL HAND PALLET JACKS
Compared to a manual pallet jack, the LPT26 can help your workers accomplish tasks up to 3X more quickly which allows them to focus 
on higher value activities in the workplace. Why pump, pull and strain when you can move more and hurt less with the Big Joe LPT26?

IT’S NEVER BEEN A BETTER TIME TO GO ELECTRIC
Are your company’s personnel moving 1500 lbs a 100 feet or more with a manual pallet jack? If so, they may be exposing themselves to 
serious injury. Why risk losing a good employee to time off or frustration when a simple powered solution is available at just half the cost 
of other powered machines? Workers and worker retention is more important than ever these days.

COMPACT AND 
MANEUVERABLE. The 
LPT26 has a 60.5" x 27" 
footprint, allowing it to 
work and turn in the 
tightest of aisles.

PERMANENT MAGNET 
DRIVE. The LPT26 utilizes 
advanced drive motor 
technology for reduced 
power consumption and 
longer life.

LITHIUM INTEGRATED  
SMART TRUCK. Featuring 
the next generation in Li-ion 
battery power. Purpose built 
lithium vehicle designs take 
full advantage of technology 
to deliver maximum utility.

Capacity 2,600 lbs Vehicle Weight 288 lbs Turning Radius 55"

24v Swappable 
easy exchange
Li-ion Battery

Power efficient manual lever for 
lowering function and loop style 
control head operates similarly to 
manual hand pallet jacks, but with 
powered lift and travel controls

Creep speed function for controlled 
turning in tight areas with the handle 
in the upright position

Steel lift cylinder guard

3.12" collapsed 
height for easy entry 

into shipping pallets

PM

External 110vac charger

3.5 HOUR  
CONTINUOUS  
RUN TIME 

2 HOUR  
ESTIMATED  
CHARGE TIME



LPT33
LITHIUM PALLET TRUCK

THE NEXT GENERATION BIG JOE MEDIUM-DUTY ELECTRIC PALLET TRUCK
Designed from the ground up for advanced Li-ion technology, the LPT33 features the smallest power head in the the industry for its
class, making it an excellent choice for general material handling use just about anywhere.

DON’T LET ITS SIZE FOOL YOU
While the LPT33 is a highly compact, lightweight and maneuverable product, its strong permanent magnet drive motor and 3300 lb
capacity make it perfect for most medium-duty applications. At just 375 lbs it is pound for pound quite a brute and features a full steel
skirt to keep moving forward day after day like a champion.

COMPACT AND 
MANEUVERABLE. The 
LPT33 was designed to fit 
on any standard lift gate 
available in the US.

PERMANENT MAGNET 
DRIVE. The LPT33 utilizes 
advanced drive motor 
technology for reduced 
power consumption and 
longer life.

LITHIUM INTEGRATED  
SMART TRUCK. Featuring 
the next generation in Li-ion 
battery power. Purpose built 
lithium vehicle designs take 
full advantage of technology 
to deliver maximum utility.

Capacity 3,300 lbs Vehicle Weight 375 lbs Turning Radius 52.5"

Creep speed function for 
controlled turning in tight 
areas with the handle in 
the upright position

24v Swappable 
easy exchange
Li-ion Battery

3.25" collapsed 
height for easy entry 

into shipping pallets

PM

Unique narrow chassis 
design improves lines of
sight for operators when 
accessing pallets or skids

Integral 110vac charger, 
optional external charger
for additional batteries

3.5 HOUR  
CONTINUOUS  
RUN TIME 

2 HOUR  
ESTIMATED  
CHARGE TIME



www.bigjoeforklifts.com

LPT40
LITHIUM PALLET TRUCK

DESIGNED TO DELIVER.
The LPT40 has an impressive 4,000 lb capacity, a low self weight of just 390 lbs, and a compact footprint that make it
an excellent choice for lift gate fleets, C store deliveries and in-trailer applications. Optional stability casters, load backrests and a
variety of fork configurations ensure that loads are secure during transit.

THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE JOB!
With its ultra-compact power head and creep speed drive function, the LPT40 can pinwheel pallets in full trailers or on small lift
gates with ease. Its 7 ½” max lift height allows the LPT40 to travel across uneven parking lots, thresholds and docks without
missing a beat and the increased chassis strength is there to handle the rough and tumble nature of delivery applications. Add to that
the weather resistant battery cover and the swappable battery which may be charged in cab and you have a delivery driver’s dream tool.

WEATHER RESISTANT 
COMPONENTS. The LPT40 
features a weather resistant 
battery and control compartment 
to shield electronics from 
exposure to the elements.

LITHIUM INTEGRATED  
SMART TRUCK. Featuring 
the next generation in Li-ion 
battery power. Purpose built 
lithium vehicle designs take 
full advantage of technology 
to deliver maximum utility.

Capacity 4,000 lbs Vehicle Weight 390 lbs Turning Radius 54"

Optional 48” load 
backrests available

Optional  
stability  
casters

Creep speed 
function for 
controlled 
turning in tight 
areas with the 
handle in the 
upright position

COMPACT AND 
MANEUVERABLE. The LPT40 
features the smallest power 
head of any pallet truck in its 
class, measuring just 16” for 
greater maneuverability on lift 
gates and in trailers.

48V Swappable Easy Exchange  
Li-ion Battery with weather  
resistant battery compartment cover.

External 110vac charger

3.5 HOUR  
CONTINUOUS  
RUN TIME 

2 HOUR  
ESTIMATED  
CHARGE TIME



LPT44
LITHIUM PALLET TRUCK

OUR HEAVY-DUTY LITHIUM WORKHORSE
Big Joe’s flagship lithium truck, the LPT44 is designed from the ground-up to move goods all day long. A strong permanent magnet drive 
motor, oversized drive wheel, 4400 lb capacity and full steel unitized chassis are on par with much larger machines in the industry while 
remaining very compact and nimble like our entire series of LPT designs. Add to that our revolutionary easy exchange lithium battery system, 
and you simply have the best electric pallet truck available in the market today.

SPECIAL APPLICATION?
With the stout construction of the LPT44, we offer several options and customization for fleet users on this machine. Should you have a 
special use case or be interested in new technologies such as telematics or GPS tracking contact Big Joe. We have a long history of tailoring 
our machines for unique use cases and try very hard to deliver simple & reliable solutions for our customers.

PERMANENT MAGNET 
DRIVE. The LPT44 utilizes 
advanced 48V drive motor 
technology for reduced 
power consumption and 
longer life.

LITHIUM INTEGRATED  
SMART TRUCK. Featuring 
the next generation in Li-ion 
battery power. Purpose built 
lithium vehicle designs take 
full advantage of technology 
to deliver maximum utility.

Capacity 4,400 lbs Vehicle Weight 550 lbs Turning Radius 56"

48V Swappable Easy 
Exchange Li-ion Battery with 
weather resistant battery 
compartment cover

Creep speed function for 
controlled turning in tight 
areas with the handle in
the upright position

High torque PM motor 
with oversized 9.6" 
drive tire for improved 
performance and traction

Integral 110vac charger, 
optional external charger
for additional batteries

3.25" collapsed 
height for easy entry 
into shipping pallets

PM

WEATHER RESISTANT 
COMPONENTS. The 
LPT44 features a weather 
tight battery and control 
compartment to shield 
electronics from exposure  
to the elements.

3.5 HOUR  
CONTINUOUS  
RUN TIME 

2 HOUR  
ESTIMATED  
CHARGE TIME



Phone: 630-916-2600 

Fax: 630-916-0657 

E-mail: sales@bigjoeforklifts.com

Web: www.bigjoeforklifts.com ideas @ work

Lithium integrated Smart Trucks

LPT trucks feature our revolutionary Li-ion Easy 
Exchange Battery System. Like the batteries 
found in common hand tools, you can swap 
a depleted battery from the truck with a fully 
charged extra battery in seconds. Because the 
advanced lithium technology supports charging 
faster than the pallet truck can deplete a battery 
on-board, an infinite duty cycle can be achieved. 
Additional batteries and external chargers are 
optional equipment, but for users who want to 
“Go Infinite” and not worry about loss of power, 
the LPT is the right tool for the job.

WITH BIG JOE LPT SERIES LITHIUM PALLET 
TRUCKS YOU CAN ALWAYS HAVE ENOUGH 
POWER TO GET THE JOB DONE!

GO


